Activity-related dyspnea in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease: physical and psychological consequences, unmet needs, and future directions
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Abstract: Dyspnea is a distressing, debilitating, and near-ubiquitous symptom affecting patients with COPD. In addition to the functional consequences of dyspnea, which include activity limitation and reduced exercise tolerance, it is important to consider its psychological impact on patients with COPD, such as onset of depression or anxiety. Moreover, the anticipation of dyspnea itself can have a significant effect on patients’ emotions and behavior, with patients frequently self-limiting physical activity to avoid what has become the hallmark symptom of COPD. Dyspnea is, therefore, a key target for COPD treatments. Pharmacologic treatments can optimize respiratory mechanics, provide symptom relief, and reduce patients’ increased inspiratory neural drive to breathe. However, it is important to acknowledge the value of non-pharmacologic interventions, such as pulmonary rehabilitation and patient self-management education, which have proven to be invaluable tools for targeting the affective components of dyspnea. Furthermore, it is important to encourage maintenance of physical activity to optimize long-term patient outcomes. Here, we review the physiological and psychological consequences of activity-related dyspnea in COPD, assess the efficacy of modern management strategies in improving this common respiratory symptom, and discuss key unmet clinical and research needs that warrant further immediate attention.
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Overview of dyspnea in COPD
Dyspnea is defined by the American Thoracic Society as “a subjective experience of breathing discomfort that consists of qualitatively distinct sensations that vary in intensity”.[1] It is a distressing and debilitating symptom for patients with COPD.[1] Activity-related dyspnea and exercise intolerance are key features of COPD and ultimately lead to reduced habitual physical activity, which can have a significant negative impact on patient quality of life.[2]

Dyspnea is highly prevalent in COPD. According to data from the Clinical Practice Research Datalink, 82% of patients with COPD had dyspnea of any grade, as assessed by the Medical Research Council (MRC) breathlessness scale (1–5), of whom 46% had moderate-to-severe dyspnea (MRC ≥3).[3] Moderate-to-severe dyspnea was also observed in 32% of patients with mild airflow obstruction, indicating that dyspnea is not limited to patients with more severe COPD.[3] Increased dyspnea intensity has been associated with older age (≥70 years), increasing severity of airflow limitation, female...
gender, obesity (body mass index $\geq 30$ kg/m$^2$), history of moderate-to-severe COPD exacerbations, and frequent visits to the family physician for COPD.\textsuperscript{3} COPD-related dyspnea has also been associated with comorbid psychological symptoms, such as depression and anxiety.\textsuperscript{4}

The mechanisms of dyspnea and the reduction of exercise tolerance are multifactorial, encompassing physiological, psychological, and emotional factors.\textsuperscript{1} Here, we review our current understanding of the neurophysiology of dyspnea, its psychological underpinnings, and its link with long-term patient-related outcomes, along with key considerations and unmet needs in the management of this highly prevalent symptom of COPD.

**Current understanding of mechanisms of dyspnea**

Understanding the underlying mechanisms of dyspnea is essential for formulating a rational management plan. In chronic lung diseases, dyspnea is first reported during physical activity and generally reflects an increased neural drive to the respiratory muscles that are overburdened by increased intrinsic mechanical loading (Figure 1). Dyspnea is typically assessed using three main domains: sensory–perceptual experience (ie how breathing feels), affective distress (ie how distressing breathing feels), and symptom/disease impact (ie how dyspnea affects functional ability, employment, quality of life, or health status).\textsuperscript{1}

After exercise, increased effort/work and heavier breathing are reported in both healthy individuals and those with COPD, reflecting the increased motor command output and contractile muscle effort. In COPD, additional and dominant qualitative descriptors are reported, including sensations that allude to inspiratory difficulty and unsatisfied inspiration (“can’t get enough air in”). This is believed to reflect the widened disparity during exercise between increased inspiratory neural drive and the blunted response of the respiratory system (neuromechanical dissociation).\textsuperscript{5–9}

**Pathophysiology of dyspnea in COPD**

Integrated efferent inputs from brainstem chemical control centers and cortical motor centers contribute to the increased neural drive observed during dyspnea. These...
control centers regulate arterial blood gases and acid–base balance, and an abundance of mechanoreceptors in the lungs, airways, respiratory muscles, and chest wall provide precise afferent sensory information about dynamic tidal respiration on a breath-by-breath basis. The elevated efferent traffic from the brainstem and cortical motor centers is relayed directly to the somatosensory cortex (central corollary discharge) in which it is consciously perceived. Although inspiratory effort increases during exercise in a healthy individual, the motor output and central corollary discharge is perfectly coordinated with the muscle/mechanical response of the respiratory system, enabling harmonious neuromechanical coupling. Healthy individuals are aware that their breathing requires more effort, but this is expected during high-intensity exercise and quickly recovers with rest, meaning that affective distress is not perceived. In COPD, the mismatch between increased medullary and cortical respiratory motor output and altered peripheral mechanoreceptor afferent feedback gives rise to neuromechanical dissociation and the associated perception of unsatisfied inspiration. In addition, the perception of increasing respiratory discomfort beyond a certain threshold (which varies among individuals) often creates an emotive or fear response, resulting in overactivation of the limbic, paralimbic, and sympathetic nervous systems.

The link between the neurobiological mechanisms and the pathophysiology of COPD is complex and multifactorial. Fundamentally, increased fractional inspiratory neural drive to the diaphragm during exercise occurs mainly as a result of chemical perturbations caused by high physiological dead space in the lungs; in advanced COPD, physiological dead space is elevated due to a ventilation/perfusion mismatch. Thus, in various lung regions, blood perfusion is diminished relative to ventilation and efficient gas exchange is compromised: carbon dioxide accumulates and oxygen decreases. The increased partial pressure of arterial carbon dioxide is readily sensed by chemoreceptors, which stimulate increased inspiratory neural drive and ventilation. This successfully mitigates hypoxemia, but at the expense of increasing breathing difficulty. Simultaneously, the mechanical response of the respiratory system is blunted because of the effects of resting, and dynamic lung hyperinflation and reduced inspiratory capacity (IC), which restricts tidal volume expansion and limits the functional ability of the inspiratory muscles. Under these conditions, dyspnea quickly escalates to intolerable levels during exercise, when tidal volume expansion plateaus (critical mechanical limitation) in the face of efferent inspiratory neural drive reaching near-maximal values.

Because this review focuses primarily on the neurophysiology of dyspnea, the cardio-circulatory dysfunction associated with limitation of exercise capacity in COPD has not been discussed. It remains unclear whether the increased drive to breathe in COPD, reflected in a high ratio of ventilation to CO₂ output, represents a long-term adjustment of respiratory control centers and increased central chemosensitivity (ie altered arterial CO₂ setpoint). In mild COPD, the strongest association with high minute ventilation/carbon dioxide production is high physiological dead space. Stickland et al found no association between central chemoreceptor activity/sensitivity and the ventilatory response to exercise in COPD.

Neurophysiological mechanisms of dyspnea

Lung volume parameters, such as IC, rather than the spirometric measurements used in COPD diagnosis, provide more consistent correlates for dyspnea symptoms. During relaxed tidal breathing in healthy patients, end-expiratory lung volume (EELV), equivalent to the relaxation volume of the respiratory system after a quiet exhalation, is determined by the elastic properties of the lungs and chest wall. In patients with COPD, resting EELV is higher than in healthy individuals, reflecting the altered elastic properties of the lungs in patients with COPD. Additionally, the presence of expiratory flow limitation during resting breathing means that lung emptying is strongly influenced by the prevailing breathing pattern: if expiratory time is shortened, lung emptying is incomplete and contributes to increased EELV. Thus, resting EELV is determined by static and dynamic factors, and is a continuous dynamic variable.

Dynamic hyperinflation, defined as a variable increase in EELV above the relaxation volume, is a key mechanistic consequence of expiratory flow limitation in patients with COPD. The overall extent of dynamic hyperinflation during exercise is dictated by worsening expiratory flow limitation, increasing respiratory neural drive, and breathing pattern alterations (increased tidal volume and reduced expiratory time). Hyperinflation contributes to dyspnea, exercise intolerance (ultimately leading to reduced physical activity), and skeletal muscle deconditioning, which collectively contribute to poor quality of life in COPD. Although highly prevalent in advanced stages...
of COPD, dynamic hyperinflation also occurs in patients with mild-stage disease.\textsuperscript{9,23–25}

The intensity of dyspnea during exercise is influenced by the extent of resting lung hyperinflation, and the magnitude of additional dynamic increases in air trapping during exercise. The greater the hyperinflation (resting and dynamic), the earlier the critical mechanical constraints on tidal volume expansion occur, marking the point in which dyspnea quickly escalates to intolerable levels. Measurement of IC provides indirect information about lung hyperinflation, which is relevant to the burden of dyspnea in the individual. Measurement of diffusing capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide and oxygen saturation during activity can provide insights into possible physiological mechanisms of breathlessness in the individual.\textsuperscript{26} Structural neurological changes are thought to be associated with chronic hypoxia.\textsuperscript{27} However, because changes in cerebral white and gray matter have also been observed in patients with non-hypoxemia COPD, further research is warranted to elucidate the exact mechanism that results in such structural brain changes.\textsuperscript{28} In addition, a study by Zhang et al found that patients with COPD had reduced gray matter volume in a number of brain regions (primarily the limbic/paralimbic regions and frontal cortices) compared with healthy volunteers.\textsuperscript{29} These observations are comparable to those seen in patients with obstructive sleep apnea syndrome versus healthy controls, and in structural brain modifications associated with high-altitude acclimatization.\textsuperscript{29,30}

In addition to the changes observed following hypoxia and reduced oxygen supply, neuronal changes have also been associated with disease-specific fears. A study examining the relationship between disease duration, fear of dyspnea and physical activity, and structural brain changes found significantly greater decreases in gray matter volume in regions of the brain associated with processing dyspnea, fear, and antinociception when compared with healthy individuals.\textsuperscript{31} These changes were partially associated with longer disease duration and greater disease-specific fears, which may contribute to poor outcomes in patients with COPD.\textsuperscript{31}

Psychological burden of dyspnea
For many patients with COPD, anticipation of dyspnea is associated with increased physiological fear responses, activating fear-related areas of the brain. The involvement of emotion-related areas such as the insula, anterior cingulate cortex, and amygdala during dyspnea anticipation most likely reflects anticipatory fear in patients, leading to activity avoidance, and further increases in breathlessness.\textsuperscript{32} The fear of dyspnea occurring can result in a patient experiencing more severe dyspnea during exercise. During a study investigating the effects of baseline anxiety and dyspnea-related fear on perceived dyspnea, higher dyspnea-related fear was associated with higher levels of dyspnea during ergometer exercise, and dyspnea-related fear was found to be a mediator of anxiety and exercise-related dyspnea.\textsuperscript{33}

Biopsychological factors may, therefore, exacerbate the perception of dyspnea, increase symptom severity, and reduce quality of life. As well as acknowledging the influence of depression and anxiety on the prognosis of COPD, it is important to note that this association is bidirectional: a COPD diagnosis also increases the risk of developing depression.\textsuperscript{34} Furthermore, the increased respiratory rate seen in patients with anxiety may increase gas trapping, resulting in increased dyspnea.\textsuperscript{35} A better understanding of the interactions between biopsychological factors and dyspnea perception will enhance the development of symptomatic individualized treatments.\textsuperscript{36}

Avoidance of physical activity to reduce dyspnea may begin even before COPD diagnosis. This can lead to a cycle of worsening symptoms, deconditioning, and disease progression, resulting in further limitations on physical activity. Patients should, therefore, be informed of the benefits of physical activity, and exercise training should be initiated to interrupt the cycle of decline that can lead to inactivity and worsen disease progression.\textsuperscript{9,37–39}

Dyspnea-related verbal cues can also stimulate the emotional circuitry of the brain in the absence of physical activity. Activation in the medial prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex independently correlated with the visual analog scale response to dyspnea word cues, as well as with patient responses to questionnaires on depression, fatigue, and dyspnea awareness.\textsuperscript{40}

Assessment of dyspnea in COPD
Despite its prevalence, there is no universally agreed-upon measure of dyspnea. However, owing to its subjective nature, several scales have been developed for use in both research and clinical settings.\textsuperscript{41} When assessing the feasibility of a dyspnea measure intended for use in clinical (rather than research) settings, considerations such as time constraints should be accounted for.\textsuperscript{41} Therefore, clinicians may ask patients simple questions to assess the severity of dyspnea, such as what daily activities make
them breathless, whether they avoid any activities, how frequently they use their rescue inhaler over a 24-hour period, or how their dyspnea symptoms vary throughout the day.42

In the absence of a universally endorsed dyspnea measure, physiological markers that are linked to dyspnea in COPD (including IC, measures of lung hyperinflation, diffusing capacity, and oxygen saturation) may be used as part of dyspnea assessment to measure or predict symptom burden and to identify reversible factors (eg, bronchodilators to reduce lung hyperinflammation; supplemental oxygen in select patients with activity-related arterial oxygen desaturation).43 For example, resting IC can be used to assess air trapping in COPD; decreases in IC are more closely related to dyspnea than forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) and forced vital capacity.21,22 As the relationship between low IC, chronic dyspnea, and reduced exercise capacity becomes clearer, it is evident that IC warrants further attention as a marker for physiological impairment in COPD in clinical and research settings alike.44

As FEV1 can be a less effective predictor of dyspnea than other measures, several validated questionnaires have been developed to facilitate a more comprehensive assessment of symptoms of breathlessness (Table 1). These include the modified MRC (mMRC) scale, the COPD Assessment Test (CAT), and the COPD Control Questionnaire, which are all recommended by the Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD),26 as well as the Chronic Respiratory Disease Questionnaire, Baseline Dyspnea Index, and the Transition Dyspnea Index.45–47 The 50-item St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ), which contains a “symptoms” component that captures frequency of dyspnea in patients with COPD or asthma, is used as a research tool rather than in routine practice.26 Each assessment tool is associated with its own distinct advantages and limitations, and the most appropriate measure in a given scenario will depend on the patient, the clinical need, and the clinical setting.

As COPD-related anxiety and fear are prevalent comorbid complications that contribute significantly to COPD-specific disability, questionnaires have been designed to assess how this impacts patients’ lives. The COPD Anxiety Questionnaire was designed for the assessment of fears, including fears of dyspnea, physical activity, and disease progression.48 In addition, the Anxiety Inventory for Respiratory disease (AIR) questionnaire assesses anxiety in patients experiencing dyspnea. By simplifying the assessment of anxiety in patients with COPD, the AIR questionnaire could be used in a clinical setting to evaluate the effectiveness of interventions to reduce anxiety.49

### Relieving dyspnea in COPD

#### Pharmacologic interventions

Pharmacologic treatments that target the sensory–perceptual and symptom impact domains of dyspnea are well documented (Figure 2).10 Bronchodilators, which reduce lung hyperinflation and respiratory muscle workload, are the mainstay of therapy for all patients with COPD, resulting in improvements in neuromechanical coupling of the respiratory system and, consequently, reductions in dyspnea.23 For patients with less symptom burden and a lower risk of exacerbation (GOLD category A [CAT score <10; mMRC dyspnea scale score 0–1]), a short- or long-acting bronchodilator used as needed is recommended to relieve breathlessness. In more symptomatic patients (GOLD category B or D [CAT score ≥10; mMRC ≥2]) and/or those with less symptom burden at increased risk of exacerbation (GOLD category C [CAT score <10; mMRC 0–1]), long-acting bronchodilators are recommended as monotherapy or in combination.26

Dual bronchodilation with long-acting β-agonist/muscarinic receptor antagonist combinations, (eg, glycopyrrolate/indacaterol, umecilnidium/vilanterol, tiotropium/olodaterol, and glycopyrrolate/formoterol) can result in greater improvements in dyspnea, as assessed using Transition Dyspnea Index focal scores or SGRQ scores, compared with placebo and/or monocomponents.50–53 However, because no measure of dyspnea has been universally accepted by regulatory authorities, such as the US Food and Drug Administration, the majority of these bronchodilators are not indicated to reduce dyspnea. In addition, the exact minimal clinically important difference has not been determined for all measurements of dyspnea and cutoffs may be arbitrary for some measures.

Other agents such as opioids can reduce breathing discomfort by decreasing neural respiratory drive, altering central perception, and/or decreasing anxiety.16 A systematic review assessing the use of opioids in dyspnea management (in which 11 of the studies reviewed were focused specifically on patients with COPD) demonstrated a beneficial effect of both oral and parenteral opioids on the treatment of dyspnea ($P<0.001$).54 However, the magnitude of effect was small and opiates did not improve exercise performance.24 Opioids are generally used in patients with end-stage disease only.10
### Table 1: Assessment tools for dyspnea

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questionnaire</th>
<th>Overview</th>
<th>Practice considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Baseline Dyspnea Index, Transition Dyspnea Index  | Multidimensional scales designed to provide information on the individual components of dyspnea:  
- Functional impairment  
- Magnitude of task  
- Magnitude of effort needed to evoke dyspnea  
- Baseline Dyspnea Index rates the severity of dyspnea at baseline, whereas Transitional Dyspnea Index quantifies changes from baseline | Most commonly used as a research tool in clinical trials  
Assesses the impact of an intervention  
Can be interview-based or self-administered |
| Chronic Respiratory Questionnaire                 | 20-item measure  
Four aspects are examined: dyspnea, fatigue, emotional function, and mastery | Self-administered version available  
Not a dyspnea-specific measure |
| Clinical COPD Questionnaire                       | 10-item measure divided into three domains: symptoms, functional, and mental state  
Questions focus on symptoms during the past week, including dyspnea symptoms and their impact on physical, daily, and social activities | Recommended by GOLD  
Most commonly used as a research tool in clinical trials  
Correlates well with SGRQ  
Not a dyspnea-specific measure |
| COPD Assessment Test                              | Eight items, three relevant to dyspnea, to measure the impact of COPD on well-being and day-to-day activities  
Five-point Likert scale determines the level of breathlessness after walking up a hill or one flight of stairs, and assesses the extent of activity limitation at home | Recommended by GOLD to evaluate symptoms, including dyspnea; scoring ≥10 indicates a high level of symptoms (equivalent to SGRQ score ≥25)  
Not a dyspnea-specific measure |
| Dyspnea-12                                        | 12-item measure across physical (seven items) and affective (five items) domains  
Items are scored on a scale of 0 (none), 1 (mild), 2 (moderate), or 3 (severe)  
Total scores range 0–36, with high scores indicating greater severity | Self-administered  
Asks patients to reflect on how they are experiencing dyspnea in their daily lives, rather than in response to a specific activity |
| mMRC breathlessness scale                         | Five statements that describe almost the entire range of respiratory disability from “none” (grade 0) to “almost complete incapacity” (grade 4)  
The MRC scale does not quantify breathlessness itself but enables a numeric value to be placed on exercise capacity | Recommended by GOLD to evaluate symptoms, including dyspnea. Grade ≥2 signifies a high level of symptoms  
Self-administered; patients choose a phrase that best describes their condition  
Widely used in clinical practice |
| Multidimensional Dyspnea Profile                  | 11-item measure that assess dyspnea across a sensory domain and two affective domains (unpleasantness and emotional response)  
Designed to examine individual items that are thought to be aligned to separate mechanisms | Can be self-administered, with support of HCP or trial investigator |
| SGRQ                                              | 50-item measure divided into two parts  
Scores range from 0 to 100, with higher scores indicating greater limitation; a score of ≥25 is used as a threshold for considering regular treatment of symptoms | Recommended by GOLD  
Too complex for use in routine practice, but often used in clinical studies  
Not a dyspnea-specific measure |
| UCSD SOBQ                                         | 24-item measure  
Assesses self-reported shortness of breath while performing various daily activities  
If the activities listed are not typically performed by the patient, the patient is asked to estimate the degree of shortness of breath that they would anticipate when completing the specified task  
Three additional items ask about limitations due to shortness of breath, fear of harm from overexertion, and fear of shortness of breath | Self-administered  
Provides comprehensive assessment of dyspnea, but its length may present a less practical option than other measures for day-to-day clinical use |

**Abbreviations:** GOLD, global initiative for chronic obstructive lung disease; HCP, healthcare professional; mMRC, modified Medical Research Council; MRC, Medical Research Council; SGRQ, St George's respiratory questionnaire; UCSD SOBQ, University of California, San Diego shortness of breath questionnaire.
Supplemental oxygen is recommended for patients with COPD with resting hypoxemia, as it can delay the onset of intolerable breathlessness during physical activity. However, the availability of supplemental oxygen is subject to insurance coverage policy. Although current guidelines do not recommend symptomatic therapy with supplemental oxygen for dyspnea in patients with COPD who do not meet the criteria for home oxygen therapy, selected non-hypoxemic patients with COPD may also benefit. The results from a meta-analysis of 431 mildly or non-hypoxemic patients with COPD indicated that oxygen could provide dyspnea relief in this population. However, data from a large, randomized trial are required to draw more definitive conclusions on the efficacy of this intervention.

Evidence for the efficacy of pharmacologic treatments that target the affective component of dyspnea is somewhat limited, but opiates and anxiolytics are currently prescribed. Although opiates have demonstrated consistent effectiveness, there is conflicting evidence regarding the efficacy of anxiolytics in reducing dyspnea in patients with COPD.

Non-pharmacologic interventions
Non-pharmacologic interventions, such as exercise training, inspiratory muscle training, pulmonary rehabilitation, and self-management programs, have been found to have a positive impact on the affective domain of dyspnea. Cognitive behavioral therapy has also shown to be effective in treating COPD-related anxiety and dyspnea in the short term, but further studies are required to establish whether such benefits are maintained over more extensive periods.

The decline of physical activity associated with increasing dyspnea severity is the strongest predictor of mortality in patients with COPD. Monitoring physical activity and initiating exercise programs may help to reduce mortality rates and estimation of physical activity levels could be a useful tool in the management of COPD. In a cross-sectional study, physical activity was found to differ according to mMRC grade, with a score of ≥2 predicting a low physical activity level. Assessment of breathlessness by the mMRC questionnaire would be useful to stratify the risks of reduced physical activity in COPD.

The importance of maintaining physical activity levels as much as possible is also reflected in COPD guidelines. GOLD 2019 notes the importance of pulmonary rehabilitation as part of an integrated approach to COPD management, offering considerable benefits to patients, such as improved exercise tolerance, better health status, and decreased dyspnea. The American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society statement describes pulmonary rehabilitation and pharmacotherapy as complementary approaches to COPD care with
synergistic effects; pulmonary rehabilitation can result in reduced dyspnea, increased exercise capacity, improved quality of life, and lower the use of healthcare resources.  

Despite guideline recommendations, exercise intolerance caused by dyspnea is often observed in patients with COPD. However, scientific literature demonstrates the value of physical activity in improving patient outcomes. A population-based cohort study of 2386 patients with COPD found that patients who performed some level of physical activity had a lower risk of hospital admissions and mortality than those who did not. Physical activity may also improve long-term outcomes and health-related quality of life, and reduces the risk of developing comorbidities. To increase levels of physical activity, behavioral change interventions are important; although bronchodilator and exercise training were shown to improve exercise tolerance and activity-related dyspnea in patients with COPD, a recent study found that enrollment in a behavioral modification program was required to improve levels of physical activity in study participants. Further investigations are needed to assess the use of physical activity in targeting the affective component of dyspnea.

Pulmonary rehabilitation has been observed to have a positive impact on reducing dyspnea in COPD. In a study of 48 patients randomized to either 8 weeks of pulmonary rehabilitation or their usual care, the sensory–perceptual, affective, and impact domains of dyspnea were assessed using scales including the Baseline Dyspnea Index, Transition Dyspnea Index, and MRC dyspnea scale. Although physiological training effects were not achieved, significant improvements were found in the affective and impact domains of dyspnea. This has been corroborated by a recent study, which demonstrated that pulmonary rehabilitation in COPD consistently altered brain activity in stimulus valuation networks measured by functional magnetic resonance imaging.

Another technique that can help alleviate dyspnea is pursed-lip breathing. In a randomized, crossover study, 40 patients with stable COPD aged 40–75 years with an FEV₁<60% performed pursed-lip and control breathing during constant work-rate exercise. In patients with low peak expiratory flow, pursed-lip breathing reduced dynamic hyperinflation, as estimated using IC maneuvers at rest and during exercise, and improved exercise tolerance. However, it is important to note that these findings may not be transferable to real-world settings.

Non-pharmacologic interventions are also a key element of the palliative management of dyspnea, in which symptoms are typically most problematic. Self-management interventions enable patients to actively participate in their care, which can help them to achieve better outcomes. Holistic services that encompass multidisciplinary team–supported strategies to help patients engage in self-management, in addition to providing educational and psychological support, have been shown to reduce distress due to breathlessness, and may improve psychological outcomes of anxiety and depression. Integration of such services would be a valuable addition to existing healthcare systems.

**Challenges, unmet needs, and future directions in the management of dyspnea in COPD**

There are various challenges in the management of dyspnea (Table 2). The subjective nature of dyspnea is reliant on patients’ self-reporting symptoms. However, many patients self-limit physical activities, and therefore, under-report the severity of their dyspnea, making assessment difficult. Inaccurate assessment of dyspnea severity is particularly problematic in end-stage COPD when patients are most affected by dyspnea, but are less able to report their symptoms, and dyspnea is often assessed subjectively with observational methods only.

Reduced physical activity is thought to have a behavioral component, in which patients choose to reduce activity. Self-limiting activities to reduce dyspnea can give the impression that the patient is less symptomatic than they actually are, but it is important that patients understand that activity avoidance can exacerbate dyspnea. Clinicians should discuss self-limiting behaviors with patients and educate them on the benefits of exercise through interventions such as self-management education and pulmonary rehabilitation. This could lead to improved health-related quality of life and management of dyspnea, and reduced healthcare utilization.

To maximize its value, self-management education should adopt a multifaceted approach that improves patient understanding of COPD and incorporates strategies to implement behavioral change.

When looking to the future of COPD management, patients must be encouraged to increase their physical activity levels; a wealth of literature demonstrates that maintaining physical activity is a crucial component in effective management strategies and could lead to improved long-term outcomes. Self-management education, pulmonary rehabilitation in the form of skills training (eg, pursed-lip breathing while climbing stairs), encouraging use of patient diaries to monitor improvement, and individualized exercise programs can help create realistic and measurable goals for the patient. In order to support patients in achieving higher...
Table 2 Unmet needs in the management of dyspnea in COPD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unmet need</th>
<th>Current situation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measurement of dyspnea with validated tools</td>
<td>Reliance on patients’ self-reporting symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of a validated patient-reported outcome measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood markers for assessment and treatment of dyspnea</td>
<td>Although some physiological markers (lung volume, lung hyperinflation measures, diffusion capacity, and oxygen saturation) have been identified, there are no blood markers for dyspnea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consensus on dyspnea assessment</td>
<td>No universally agreed upon measure of dyspnea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further studies on the underlying mechanisms of dyspnea</td>
<td>Understanding of neurophysiological mechanisms of dyspnea is incomplete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicenter, prospective, randomized controlled studies of interventions for dyspnea</td>
<td>Lack of agreed-upon, standardized measure of dyspnea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of evidence base for existing and new dyspnea-relieving therapies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further studies of the efficacy of self-management strategies and active palliation approaches</td>
<td>Lack of consistent guidance on the best ways to address self-limiting behaviors and optimize end-of-life care</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and sustained levels of physical activity, behavioral and cognitive modification programs that can alter the affective component of dyspnea should be developed and validated. Comprehensive management of dyspnea using an approach tailored to the patient’s symptoms and exacerbation risk has a significant positive effect on treatment outcomes. The 2019 GOLD strategy recommends considering dual bronchodilation, for example, in those with severe symptoms or at high risk of exacerbations, whereas monotherapy with a bronchodilator would be the starting point for less symptomatic patients.

In addition to clinical recommendations, it is important to consider research needs and subjects that warrant further investigation. Mechanistic neurophysiological studies are required to better understand the complex dyspnea “matrix” and to determine how this can be manipulated for the patient’s benefit by targeted, individualized interventions. Identification of validated tools for COPD assessment should be prioritized. These should be reproducible and multidimensional, providing a suitable means to assess COPD symptoms and possible factors that contribute to dyspnea, and that would be adoptable by regulators and healthcare professionals alike. Large prospective randomized multicenter controlled studies are needed to formulate evidence-based guidelines for existing dyspnea-relieving therapies, such as oxygen supplementation, opiates, anxiolytics, and treatment combinations. New studies are required to refine and evaluate efficacy of collaborative self-management planning, active palliation approaches for those with advanced COPD, and optimization of end-of-life care.

Conclusion

The physical and psychological consequences of dyspnea in patients with COPD are significant. Our understanding of the complex mechanisms underlying dyspnea, in terms of pathophysiology, neurobiology, and effect on physical functioning, has advanced considerably in recent years. These new insights into the nature and source of this distressing symptom have informed an approach to treatment that incorporates both pharmacologic and non-pharmacologic interventions to target its physical and psychological consequences.

Although our understanding of the impact of dyspnea on patients with COPD has improved, significant unmet needs around its effective management persist. It is important to help patients with COPD overcome their fear of experiencing dyspnea during, or in anticipation of, physical activity. This requires continuous dialog and support from their healthcare providers who encourage regular physical activity and appropriate pharmacologic management of dyspnea.
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